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With this issue, add trim and details to the left door
panel and fix it to the assembly from last issue.

69A DOOR PANEL

69B
LOCK BARREL

69C DOOR TRIM

69E

69G

WING MIRROR
BODY

WING MIRROR
SUPPORT

69D
BRACKETS

69F
MIRROR
NEW ZEALAND
Phone: (09) 308 2871
Fax: (09) 302 7661
Email: subs@ndc.co.nz
SOUTH AFRICA
Phone: (011) 265 4307
Email: service@jacklin.co.za
MALAYSIA
Phone: (03) 8020 7112
Email: sales@allscript.com

AM

SCREW X 2

NM SCREW X 2

DM SCREW X 4

AP

SCREW X 3

SINGAPORE
Phone: (65) 6287 7090
Email: sales@allscript.com

JP

SCREW X 5
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INSTRUCTIONS

DRIVE TIME
Adding details and bringing the
two parts of the door together.
In this issue, you’ll follow the step-by-step instructions
to add details and fix together the two parts of the
DeLorean’s left-side door, before fitting it next issue.

DOOR DETAILS AND TRIM
STEP 1 ›› Push the lock barrel 69B into place in the
door panel 69A as shown.

69B

69A

69C

AP

STEP 2 ›› From the other side of the door, fix the lock barrel in
place with an AP screw.

STEP 3 ›› Push the trim 69C into place as shown
on the door.
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AM
JP
JP

AM
JP
JP

STEP 4 ›› From the other side of the door, fix the trim in place
with four JP screws

STEP 5 ›› Position the two brackets 69D as shown and hold in
place with two AM screws.
STEP 7 ›› Fix part 69E to part 69G with a JP screw as shown.
This will form the body of the wing mirror.

68A
69E
69G

JP
NM

Remove the
backing paper
NM

69F
69F

STEP 6 ›› Fix the upper window (part 68A, from last issue) in
place as shown with two NM screws.

STEP 8 ›› Remove the backing paper from the adhesive side of
the mirror 69F. Carefully push the mirror into place in part 69E.
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AP

STEP 9 ›› Push the wing mirror into place as shown.

STEP 10 ›› Secure the wing mirror with an AP screw.

Ensure wire
68F fits through
the gap at the
top of 67A.
68D

DM

68E

DM

DM

STEP 11 ›› Take the 67A assembly from last issue and position
as shown on 69A. Ensure the wire 68F fits through the gap at the top.

DM

STEP 12 ›› Fix the 67A assembly in place with four DM screws
in the holes shown.
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AP

67C

STEP 13 ›› Fix the armrest in place with an AP screw.

This is how your door assembly should
look at the completion of this stage.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

HIGH ADVENTURE
PRODUCTION DIARY

It was non-stop action for Michael J. Fox and the crew in the first
weeks of filming on Back to the Future Part III!

F

Photo 12 / Alamy Stock Photo

rom the beginning of
September 1989, and for the
next two weeks, the shooting
schedule for Back to the Future Part
III followed Marty’s arrival in Hill
Valley in 1885, making the most of
the huge set on location in Sonora,
California with its faithful replica of
an Old West town.

ROUGH RIDE
Marty’s introduction to Hill Valley
wasn’t exactly gentle, though. He’s
almost run over by a stagecoach,
then, thanks to an encounter with
Mad Dog Tannen and his gang,
Marty is shot at, chased down,
lassoed and dragged along the
main street. Once again, Fox must
have wondered what he’d signed up for.
For at least some shots, Fox was able to call
on the services of his regular stunt double, Charlie
Croughwell, who had helped to make the earlier
skateboard and hoverboard sequences look even
more death-defying. In a replica of Fox’s ‘Atomic
Cowboy’ costume, the resemblance between the
two performers was startling. But there was one
sequence that didn’t allow for a double – it
involved Marty being strung up by Tannen outside
the portico of the courthouse.

HANGING TOUGH
For the first attempt at the scene, Fox stood on a
raised platform and leaned forward so that the rope
appeared to be pulled down by his weight. Director
Robert Zemeckis didn’t think this looked entirely
convincing and Fox agreed. ‘Bob asked me if I

FOUR BAD MEN
could make the swinging action
‘Mad Dog’ and his posse outside the
more natural,’ said Fox, ‘and I said,
newly-built courthouse.
not unless my feet are dangling.’
Bravely, he volunteered to do
the stunt in a harness, holding the rope at his
neck and flailing his legs. Stunt coordinator
Walter Scott helped Fox back into a rig like the
one he had worn for the hoverboard sequences in
the previous film. Fox said, ‘I remember saying to
Bob ‘Now you’re going to see some real acting,
watch this!’’
Fox later recalled that he passed out on the end
of the rope and was brought down immediately by
Scott. ‘Bob thought I was doing a really god job,
and I was unconscious on the end of the rope.’
In the story, of course, Marty is rescued by the
arrival of Doc Bown, who has fitted his rifle with a
specially-made telescopic sight. ‘This can shoot
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the fleas off a dog’s back at 500 yards, Tannen,’
Doc shouts, ‘and it’s pointed straight at your
head!’ As an example of Doc’s sharpshooting, he
shoots through the rope holding Marty up.

STUNT SHOOTING
Above: The camera is on Michael J. Fox as he rehearses a stunt for Back to the
Future Part III. Below: A wide shot of the main street of Hill Valley as the
Tannen gang drags Marty through the dirt.

SPARRING PARTNERS
The scene was the first time that Christopher
Lloyd (Doc) and Thomas Wilson (Tannen) had
exchanged dialogue, and screenwriter/co-creator
Bob Gale was delighted to see two comic talents
playing off each other. ‘A good actor makes other
actors better,’ Gale remarked, ‘and we had two
great actors.’
Doc certainly makes an impression in his long
duster coat and wide-brimmed hat. ‘Doc is the
romantic lead in Part III,’ Gale continued, ‘so we
wanted him to look the part. Actors love doing
Westerns because they always look good in those
clothes. Bob Zemeckis loved the long coats in
Once Upon A Time in the West and The Long
Riders, so that was on our mind when
we devised a costume for Chris.’ ■
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A TIME-TRAVELER’S GUIDE

Left: Michael J. Fox as Seamus McFly.
Above: The McFlys dine on the rabbits
Seamus brings home for supper.

© Universal/Kobal/REX/Shutterstock

Fetch some
‘ water,

SEAMUS MCFLY
A FAMILY RESEMBLANCE

T

In Hill Valley 1885, Marty McFly meets his
great-great grandfather!
ime goes in circles – or so it would

introduces ‘the first McFly to be born in

seem. When Marty McFly travels

America’ and the baby immediately takes

back to 1885 to rescue Doc

to Marty. The gentle and hardworking

Brown, he finds himself at the homestead

McFlys are much liked by the townspeople

of a certain Seamus McFly. Seamus is

of Hill Valley, with the notable exception of

Marty’s great-great grandfather, but the

local outlaw Buford ‘Mad Dog’ Tannen –

two, apart from Seamus’s red hair and

although, to be fair, he doesn’t like anyone

wispy moustache, are so alike that they

very much.

could be twins.
Seamus and his lovely wife Maggie

Seamus proves to be a brave ally for
Marty during his crazy adventures, but the

have travelled from their homeland in

Irishman never gets to know the whole

Ireland and recently settled in Hill Valley,

truth about his future great-great-

living and working in a farmhouse outside

grandson, and only ever knows the

of town, together with new baby William,

familiar-looking stranger by the name of

born in April 1885. Seamus proudly

‘Clint Eastwood’! ■

we got a hurt
man here! ’

SEAMUS RESCUES MARTY

QUICK FACTS!
FAMILY LINES
● Seamus McFly was, of
course, played by Michael J.
Fox. The shots of Seamus
and Marty interacting were
created with the motion
control rig that was used for
similar effects in Part II.
● The role of Seamus was
originally conceived for Crispin
Glover, as George McFly had a
reduced role in the second film.
Glover declined to appear in
the sequels, so Fox was the
obvious alternative, with Lea
Thompson as Maggie.
● Fox created laughter on set
when, during the scene where
Seamus brings home two
rabbits for supper, he appeared
not with the expected prop
rabbits, but instead with a huge
stuffed Roger Rabbit toy!
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NEXT ISSUE...
LEFT DOOR
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Complete and fit the left-side
door to your DeLorean.
TM

In the next issue you’ll receive all the parts
you need to complete the left door, plus
step-by-step instructions telling you how
to fit it to your DeLorean.
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YOUR CAR PARTS...

BUILD THE ICONIC 80S TIME MACHINE IN 1:8 SCALE
PRODUCTION DIARY
Filming continues on location in Sonora for
Back to the Future Part III.

PICTURE CREDITS: All photos © Universal except where stated.
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